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(57) ABSTRACT 

Alphabet game equipment for the playing of alphabet, Word, 
numerical, and/or other amusement and educational games, 
said alphabet game equipment comprising one or more 
pluralities of playing faces, a said plurality of playing faces 
consisting essentially of, in combination, a plurality of base 
character playing faces and one or a combination of plu 
ralities of supplementary character playing faces, a said 
plurality of supplementary character playing faces being a 
member selected from the group consisting of Repeat char 
acter playing faces, bonus character playing faces, and a 
combination of Wild and Super Wild character playing 
faces. Also, alphabet compendium games including trick 
taking games, pseudo trick-taking games, and a Wood Picker 
game, and alphabet and Word puZZle games including a 
Table PuZZle game and a Seven Lives game. 
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GAME EQUIPMENT AND GAMES 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0001] 1. Field of the Invention 

[0002] The present invention relates to game equipment 
and games. More particularly it relates to alphabet and 
numerical game equipment, alphabet and numerical games, 
Word games and puZZles, and pseudo trick-taking games. 

[0003] 2. Description of the Prior Art 

[0004] Alphabet game equipment comprising alphabet 
playing pieces, and alphabet games for amusement or edu 
cational purposes, are knoWn in the prior art, With limita 
tions and disadvantages. Also knoWn in the prior art are 
numerical game equipment and numerical games. 

[0005] The most Well knoWn and commercially the single 
most successful alphabet game equipment and alphabet 
game ever introduced is the tile based cross Word board 
game equipment and game commercially sold ?rst in 1948, 
later improved With features disclosed in US. Pat. No. 
2,752,158 to Brunot and Brunot (issued on Jun. 26, 1956), 
and currently sold in the United States under the trademark 
of SCRABBLETM. Commercially less successful alphabet 
game equipment in the playing card format and alphabet 
card games have been introduced, including the card game 
equipment and games currently sold under the trademark of 
QUIDDLER (TM SET Enterprises Inc), the card game equip 
ment and games sold under the trademark of LETRAS (TM 
Grand Isle Games Inc), the card game equipment and games 
sold under the trademark of WORDTHIEF (TM Faby Games 
Inc), the card game equipment and games sold under the 
trademark of WORDMADNESS (TM The Perfect Game Co 
Inc), and the card game equipment and games sold under the 
trademark of ROYALTY (TM S J Miller Co Inc). There are 
a set of alphabet playing dices and dice games currently sold 
under the trademark of BOGGLE (TM Tonka Corp.), and a 
Rubik’s cube toy under the trademark of Quble (TM Binkley 
& Associates). There are also alphabet ?ash cards, alphabet 
cubes, and magnetic alphabet letters that are primarily used 
as a teaching tool or children’s toy, for teaching the alphabet 
or for playing Word construction. 

[0006] A number of US patents have disclosed alphabet 
game equipment designs and alphabet game inventions 
including designs of alphabet playing pieces and inventions 
of alphabet and Word games. Acomprehensive revieW of US 
patents dating back to 1918 on alphabet playing cards is 
provided in the BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 
section of US. Pat. No. 5,772,212 to R. F. Hagedom (issued 
Jun. 30, 1988). More recent US patents on alphabet and 
Word games include US. Pat. No. 6,276,940 to White 
(issued Aug. 21, 2001), US. Pat. No. 6,234,486 to Wallice 
(issued May 22, 2001), and US. Pat. No. 5,863,043 to Bitner 
(issued Jan. 26, 1999). 
[0007] Limitations and disadvantages of alphabet game 
equipment of the prior art include one or more of the 
folloWing: disadvantageous alphabet letter distribution, dis 
advantageous numerical indicia design or lack of numerical 
indicia necessary for certain games, an excessively large 
number of alphabet playing pieces, and limited playability in 
general, as further cited beloW. 

[0008] Alphabet letter distribution is irregular in alphabet 
game equipment of the prior art in most cases, characteriZed 
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by irregularly different numbers of replicate playing pieces 
for different alphabet letters in a set of the game equipment. 
The difference in the number of replicate playing pieces for 
different alphabet letters is substantially based on the dif 
ference in the relative frequencies of occurrence of the 
alphabet letters in the Words of the alphabetic language. For 
eXample, the English version of the Well knoWn 
SCRABBLETM board game equipment has one hundred or 
so alphabet playing tiles Which include Widely and irregu 
larly different numbers of replicate tiles for different alpha 
bet letters ranging from one tile for each of the less fre 
quently occurring letters “Q”, “Z”, “X”, up to tWelve tiles 
for the more frequently occurring letter “E”. The alphabet 
letter distribution is so complicated that a table listing the 
number of replicate playing pieces for each alphabet letter is 
needed for reference in tracking the game playing pieces 
during the playing of a game. Other alphabet game equip 
ment of the prior art having irregular alphabet letter distri 
butions similar to the SCRABBL TM playing tiles include 
the commercial QUIDDLERTM, WORDMADNESSTM, and 
ROYALTYTM card game equipment, the cards in US. Pat. 
No. 6,276,940, US. Pat. No. 5,199,714, US. Pat. No. 
5,014,996, US. Pat. No. 4,826,175, the dices in US. Pat. 
No. 5,639,094 and US. Pat. No. 4,055,348, and the Rubik’s 
cube of the commercial QubleTM toy. Alphabet game equip 
ment having irregular alphabet letter distributions suffers a 
common disadvantage of being difficult to familiariZe With, 
dif?cult to memoriZe, and dif?cult for playing piece tracking 
during the playing of a game. An irregular alphabet letter 
distribution renders a set of alphabet playing pieces difficult 
or impossible to use in the playing of games that require 
classi?cation or grouping of playing pieces other than 
grouping by formation of Words. 

[0009] Alphabet game equipment of the prior art suffers 
from disadvantageous numerical indicia designs or lack of 
numerical indicia. In some alphabet game equipment of the 
prior art, numerical indicia of irregular value designs based 
on the frequencies of occurrence of the alphabet letters in the 
Words of a playable vocabulary of an alphabetic language 
are put on the playing faces of the alphabet playing pieces 
to assign point values to the alphabet playing pieces for 
score calculation purposes. In other alphabet game equip 
ment of the prior art, there are no numerical indicia on the 
alphabet playing pieces. Some of the latest prior art patents 
consider the presence of numerical indicia on the alphabet 
playing pieces a disadvantage (see, e.g., the Wall ice May 
22, 2001 patent). 
[0010] For eXample, the commercial QUIDDLERTM game 
equipment has the folloWing irregular numerical indicia 
designs coupled With the folloWing irregular alphabet letter 
distribution: (in the list beloW, for each letter, the ?rst 
numeral folloWing an alphabet letter denotes the numerical 
point value indicia of the playing piece displaying that letter, 
the second numeral in parenthesis denotes the number of 
replicate playing pieces in the set of the game equipment for 
that letter) A-2(10), B-8(2), C-8(2), D-5(4), E-2(12), F-6(2), 
G-6(4), H-7(2), I-2(8), J-13(2), K-8(2), L-3(4), M-5(2), 
N-5(6), O-2(8), P-6(2), Q-15(2), R-5(6), S-3(4), T-3(6), 
U-4(6), V-11(2), W-10(2), X-12(2), Y-4(4), Z-14(2), 
QU-9(2), IN-7(2), ER-7(2), CL-10(2), and TH-9(2). Other 
alphabet game equipment of the prior art having irregular 
numerical point value indicia designs include the Well 
knoWn SCRABBLETM board game equipment, the commer 
cial card game equipment sold under WORDMADNESSTM, 
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WORD THIEFTM, and ROYALTYTM, and the cards in US. 
Pat. No. 5,863,043, US. Pat. No. 5,014,996, and US. Pat. 
No. 4,826,175. 

[0011] Disadvantages associated With irregular numerical 
point value indicia designs of the alphabet game equipment 
of the prior art include: (a.) being difficult to familiarize and 
to memorize being dif?cult or impossible to use as 
melding indicia, i.e., indicia based on Which a meld may be 
formed or playing pieces may be classi?ed or grouped, for 
the purpose of playing an interesting game, being 
inconvenient or impossible to use for certain advanced Ways 
of numerical point value indicia based score calculation or 
ranking, and being less adapted to or impossible for the 
playing of numerical games. 

[0012] Alphabet game equipment of the prior art having 
no numerical point value indicia designs include the cards in 
US. Pat. No. 6,276,940, US. Pat. No. 6,234,486, US. Pat. 
No. 5,863,043, US. Pat. No. 5,524,899, US. Pat. No. 
5,417,432, US. Pat. No. 5,199,714, US. Pat. No. 4,234,189, 
and the dices in US. Pat. No. 5,639,094 and US. Pat. No. 
4,055,348. Such equipment fail to provide the advantages 
and utilities of numerical point value indicia, or the advan 
tages and utilities that a set of game equipment having 
numerical point value indicia may provide, such as the 
alloWing of numerical games and numerical point value 
based score calculations and ranking. 

[0013] Several US patents disclose attempts to develop 
alphabet game equipment having more regular alphabet 
letter distributions. The attempts Were not successful 
because they aimed at improving the game equipment of the 
prior art on some aspects While failing to maintain the 
advantages on other aspects, in many cases introducing 
signi?cant disadvantages of their oWn. 

[0014] For example. US. Pat. No. 6,234,486 to Wallice 
(isued May 22, 2001), Us. Pat. No. 5,772,212 to Hagedorn 
(issued Jun. 30, 1998), Us. Pat. No. 5,639,094 to Manches 
ter (issued Jun. 17, 1997), Us. Pat. No. 5,417,432 (issued 
May 23, 1995), and US. Pat. No. 4,234,189 (issued Nov. 18, 
1980) disclose alphabet game equipment having an alphabet 
letter distribution characterized by tWo of each of the tWenty 
siX (26) English alphabet letters. US. Pat. No. 5,863,043 to 
Bitner (issued Jan. 26, 1999) discloses a deck of cards 
having an alphabet letter distribution characterized by four 
of each of the tWenty siX (26) English alphabet letters. US. 
Pat. No. 4,428,582 discloses a deck of alphabet playing 
cards having an alphabet letter distribution characterized by 
?ve of each of the tWenty siX (26) English alphabet letters. 
While these prior art disclosures introduced alphabet game 
equipment having regular alphabet letter distributions easier 
to familiarize With and track during the playing of a game, 
a signi?cant disadvantage is also introduced, namely, that, in 
construction of Words from the alphabet playing pieces, 
often some letters that are more frequently used in the Words 
of the alphabetic language, or occur repeated multiple times 
in a Word, have an insuf?cient number of playing pieces 
While for less frequently used alphabet letters there are often 
excessive numbers of redundant playing pieces in the set of 
the game equipment. 

[0015] The number of alphabet playing pieces in alphabet 
game equipment of the prior art in most instances is eXces 
sively large, typically one hundred or more. The large 
number of alphabet playing pieces results from the necessity 
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to provide a sufficient number of replicate alphabet playing 
pieces for certain alphabet letters used frequently in the 
alphabetic language or that occur repeated multiple times in 
a Word. The large number of playing pieces adds to the 
burden of playing piece tracking in the playing of a game. 
In the playing card format, the large number of cards cannot 
?t into a pack of handy, conventional playing card pack size 
familiar to many game players, and of loWer cost to produce. 

[0016] On the other hand, alphabet game equipment of the 
prior art that has less alphabet playing pieces, such as the 
commercial ROYAL TM game equipment, and the game 
equipment of the Wallice patent (May 22, 2001), the Hage 
dorn patent (Jun. 30, 1998), and the Manchester patent (Jun. 
17, 1997), and other game equipment having ?fty or so 
playing pieces or playing faces, suffers from the disadvan 
tage of having an insufficient number of replicate alphabet 
playing pieces for the playing of certain games involving 
construction of Words requiring a greater number of repli 
cate alphabet letters. 

[0017] A deck of alphabet playing cards currently mar 
keted commercially under the trade name of TRIVIRS 
TITYTM has a more regular numerical indicia design, With 
the numbers “5”, “10”, “15”, and “20” as the only numbers 
used for numerical point values. The letter distribution of the 
TRIVERSITYTM is irregular, and the number of cards in the 
deck is large. 

[0018] In general, the prior art offers or discloses only a 
limited number of alphabet and Word games, often speci?c 
to a given set of prior art alphabet game equipment and a 
given design of alphabet playing pieces. For eXample, the 
SCPABBLETM board game offers only one Way of playing 
a game, namely, that of playing a crossWord board game 
With its alphabet playing tiles and a grid game board. Games 
offered or disclosed by prior art for playing With alphabet 
playing cards are limited to, mostly, one or a feW fomms of 
rummy type of games (e.g., LETRASTM, WORDMAD 
NESSTM, WORD THIEFTM, QUIDDLERTM, and ROY 
ALTYTM, US. Pat. No. 6,276,940 White Aug. 21, 2001, US. 
Pat. No. 5,863,043 Bitner Jan. 26, 1999), and in some cases 
solitary games (e.g., US. Pat. No. 5,199,714 and QUID 
DLERTM), and shoW doWn type of games (e.g. QUID 
DLERTM Word Poker game). The prior art has not offered a 
comprehensive array of games remotely comparable to the 
vast number of games possible With the traditional deck of 
playing cards. 

[0019] KnoWn in the prior art is a popular type of card 
games called trick-taking games that are traditionally played 
With the traditional deck of playing cards. Trick-taking 
games represent a major part of the extremely large number 
of games possible With the traditional deck of playing cards, 
including such Well-knoWn and popular games as Bridge. 
Heretofore, no trick-taking types of games of suf?cient 
success have been developed for playing With alphabet and 
Words of an alphabetic language using alphabet playing 
cards or playing pieces. 

[0020] A number of numerical games played With the 
traditional deck of playing cards, and numerical cards With 
out the suit indicia designations or With alternate suit indicia 
designation designs, are knoWn in the prior art. 

[0021] The traditional deck of playing cards is, of course, 
of little value for alphabet and Word based games. Although 
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attempts have been made to include alphabet characters on 
the playing faces of the traditional deck of playing cards 
(e.g., US. Pat. No. 1,012,574 Adams Dec. 26, 1911), for the 
purpose of extending the range of games playable With the 
traditional deck of playing cards to include alphabet and 
Word games, heretofore such attempts have largely failed to 
attain the desired objects and failed to reach any stage of 
substantial commercial success. 

[0022] Another limitation of the traditional deck of play 
ing cards is its history of association With gambling and 
casino games disliked by many Who are interested in the 
cards only for recreational or educational purposes. 

[0023] A further limitation of the traditional deck of 
playing cards is its specialiZed face design that is less 
understandable or appealing to children and that is less 
adapted to the playing of educational games or games 
having an educational theme. 

[0024] Pseudo trick-taking games, of the present inven 
tion, disclosed herein, are not knoWn in the prior art. 

[0025] Neither knoWn are playing card based alphabet and 
Word puZZle games of the present invention, although 
knoWn in the prior art is a popular TV game shoW called 
Wheel of FortuneTM (Califon Productions Inc) in Which 
Word, phrase or sentence puZZles are constructed from 
alphabet letters and solved by a plurality of competing 
puZZle solver players. The Wheel of FortuneTM TV game 
shoW is, of course, characteriZed by a Wheel of Fortune as 
a chance means for determining the amount of reWard or 
penalty a player receives at a turn during the playing of a 
game. In the Wheel of FortuneTM TV game shoW, a puZZle 
solver player calls out an alphabet letter at his/her turn in an 
attempt to reveal one or more alphabet playing pieces 
composing the secret puZZle. A home game version of the 
elaborate TV Wheel of FortuneTM game shoW has been 
developed and sold under the same trademark. The home 
game version, essentially a reduced scale of the TV game 
shoW, includes a simply made Wheel, a simply made puZZle 
stand, and pre-printed puZZle sheets. The home game ver 
sion of the TV Wheel of FortuneTM game fails to inherit the 
signi?cant advantages of the elaborate TV game shoW, While 
retaining much of the complications of the TV game shoW 
settings, Which is a signi?cant disadvantage for a home 
game. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0026] 1. Objects of the Invention 

[0027] Accordingly, an object of the invention is to pro 
vide game equipment that is neW and more adapted to the 
playing of alphabet, Word, and numerical games than the 
game equipment of the prior art. 

[0028] Another object of the invention is to provide game 
equipment that comprises neW and useful indicia designs for 
playing faces and that has a neW and more useful compo 
sition of playing pieces or playing faces. 

[0029] A speci?c object of the invention is to provide 
game equipment that comprises alphabet playing pieces or 
playing faces having neW and useful alphabet character 
indicia designs and a neW and useful alphabet character 
distribution. 
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[0030] Another speci?c object of the invention is to pro 
vide game equipment that comprises alphabet playing faces 
having neW and advantageous numerical point value indicia 
designs. 
[0031] Afurther object of the invention is to provide game 
equipment that comprises playing faces having a combina 
tion of neW and useful alphabet character indicia designs and 
neW and advantageous numerical point value indicia 
designs. 
[0032] Another object of the invention is to provide alpha 
bet game equipment conforming to a standard that may be 
implemented for, or across, different alphabetic languages. 

[0033] Still another object of the invention is to provide 
game equipment that comprises playing faces having alpha 
bet character and numerical indicia designs that alloW for 
mation of melds in novel or a greater number of Ways during 
the playing of a game. 

[0034] A still further object of the invention is to provide 
game equipment comprising playing faces having alphabet 
character and numerical indicia designs that alloW neW and 
useful, or more convenient, Ways of ranking the playing 
pieces or playing faces in the playing of a game. 

[0035] A yet further object of the invention is to provide 
game equipment comprising playing faces having alphabet 
character and numerical indicia designs that alloW neW and 
useful, or more convenient, Ways of scoring in a game. 

[0036] A still further object of the invention is to provide 
game equipment that has a handy number of alphabet 
playing pieces but offers greater playability, including 
greater playability With Words containing an alphabet letter 
or letters repeated multiple times, the ability to play alphabet 
and Word as Well as numerical games, and the ability to play 
an extended range of other games. 

[0037] Yet another object of the invention is to provide 
neW and useful alphabet compendium games, and alphabet 
and Word puZZle games, to be played With the alphabet game 
equipment of the present invention or With other alphabet 
game equipment. 

[0038] A speci?c object of the invention is to provide neW 
and useful alphabet compendium games including alphabet 
trick-taking games, pseudo trick-taking games, and alphabet 
Wood Picker games. 

[0039] A further speci?c object of the invention is to 
provide neW and useful alphabet and Word puZZle games 
including a Table PuZZle game and a Seven Lives game. 

[0040] The terms “playing face”, “planar playing piece” or 
“planar alphabet playing piece , alphabet character , char 
acter”, “double decking”, “multi-decking”, “alphabet trick 
taking” game, “pseudo trick-taking” game, “Wood Picker” 
game, “Table PuZZle” game, and “Seven Lives” game are 
de?ned in the Detailed Description of the Invention and its 
Preferred Embodiments section of this patent document. 

[0041] Other objects Will in part be obvious and Will in 
part appear hereinafter. 

[0042] 2. Features and Advantages 

[0043] The present invention, accordingly, comprises the 
design of novel and useful alphabet and numerical game 
equipment and games, embodying features of construction 
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of playing faces, combination of elements in the construc 
tion of the playing faces, combination or composition of 
playing faces for the construction of a set of the game 
equipment, game rules including meld rules, rank rules, and 
score rules, and game steps including game steps for playing 
a signi?cantly eXtended range of alphabet and numerical 
games, all as exempli?ed in the folloWing disclosure, and 
the scope of the present invention Will be indicated in the 
claims appended hereto. 

[0044] In accordance With a principal feature of the 
present invention, there is provided a set of alphabet game 
equipment having playing faces bearing indicia means com 
prising alphabet character indicia displaying and represent 
ing alphabet characters of a novel alphabet character distri 
bution. The novel alphabet character distribution consists 
essentially of, in combination, a plurality of base characters 
and a plurality, or a combination of pluralities, of supple 
mentary characters, a said plurality of supplementary char 
acters being a member selected from the group consisting of 
a plurality of Repeat characters, a plurality of bonus char 
acters, and a plurality of Wild characters and Super Wild 
characters in combination. 

[0045] In accordance With a principal feature of the 
present invention, Repeat characters are created in the 
present invention as part of the game equipment for use, in 
the construction of a Word or otherWise in the playing of a 
game, as a generic representation of any alphabet character 
that occurs repeated in the Word, or otherWise repeated in the 
playing of a game. A plurality of Repeat character playing 
faces may be combined, in the playing of a game, to form 
melds of Repeat characters. ARepeat character playing face 
may also combine With another or other playing faces of 
other character types such as a Wild character playing face 
to form other types of melds. 

[0046] In accordance With another principal feature of the 
present invention, the plurality of base characters consists of 
at least one each of the standard alphabet letters, and a 
selected number of non-standard alphabet characters, that 
are used in Writing an alphabetic language or that occur in 
Words of a playable vocabulary of the alphabetic language, 
and the plurality of bonus characters comprises an additional 
copy or copies of certain members of the base characters that 
most commonly occur repeated or most frequently occur in 
Words of the playable vocabulary, the bonus character play 
ing faces being distinguished from the base character play 
ing faces by Way of distinction indicia means on the playing 
faces. One of such distinction indicia means is numerical 
point value indicia that distinguish the bonus character 
playing faces from the base character playing faces by Way 
of a different, e.g., higher, numerical point value or values 
than the base character playing faces. Another or further 
such distinction indicia means, for a set of the game equip 
ment in the playing card format, is additional ornamentation, 
such as pictorial or background ornamentation, on the bonus 
character playing faces but not, or different on, the base 
character playing faces. During the playing of a game, a 
bonus character playing face may be assigned a different 
score point, a different rank, or otherWise treated differently 
or more specially than a base character playing face bearing 
a same character as the bonus character playing face. Bonus 
character playing faces may be combined to form bonus 
character melds. 
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[0047] In accordance With yet another principal feature of 
the present invention, Wild character playing faces in com 
bination With Repeat character playing faces may be present 
in a set of the game equipment of the present invention and 
used in the playing of a game in accordance With a novel 
“strict use Wild character rule”. In accordance With the novel 
strict use Wild character rule, a Wild character playing face 
may be used, in the construction of a Word or otherWise in 
the playing of a game, as a generic representation of any 
alphabet character found in the set of conventional alphabet 
characters (hereinafter sometimes referred to as the game 
characters or the game character set) represented, non 
generically, by the alphabet character indicia of the playing 
faces of the game equipment, but not an alphabet character 
that occurs repeated in the Word or that otherWise may be 
represented by a Repeat character playing face in the playing 
of the game. 

[0048] In accordance With still another principal feature of 
the present invention, Super Wild character playing faces in 
combination With Wild character playing faces may be 
present in a set of the game equipment of the present 
invention and used in the playing of a game in accordance 
With a novel “broad use” or a novel “strict use Super Wild 
character rules”. The broad use Super Wild character rule 
permits use of a Super Wild character playing face to 
represent, generically, any alphabet character, Whether 
present or not present in the game character set. The strict 
use Super Wild character rule permits use of a Super Wild 
character playing face to generically represent only an 
alphabet character or Writing symbol that is not found in the 
game character set. 

[0049] In accordance With a further principal feature of the 
present invention, there is provided a set of alphabet game 
equipment comprising a preferred combination of the 
Repeat character playing faces, the Wild character playing 
faces, and the Super Wild character playing faces. In a 
preferred mode, the set of game equipment comprises four 
or ?ve Repeat character playing faces, a same number of 
Wild character playing faces as the number of the Repeat 
character playing faces, and tWo to four, preferably tWo, 
Super Wild character playing faces. 

[0050] In accordance With a yet further principal feature of 
the present invention, there is provided a set of alphabet and 
numerical game equipment Which includes a plurality of 
?fty-tWo or more playing faces. Of the ?fty-tWo or more 
playing faces, ?fty-tWo playing faces form a set of core 
equipment playing faces. Of the core equipment playing 
faces, tWenty-eight to thirty-six, preferably thirty or thirty 
tWo, playing faces are core equipment base character playing 
faces, tWelve or so bonus character playing faces, four or 
?ve Repeat character playing faces, and four or ?ve Wild 
character playing faces. The Wild character playing faces 
form one group or rank. The Repeat character playing faces 
form another rank. The base character playing faces and the 
bonus character playing faces form additional ranks each 
rank consisting of a same number of base and/or bonus 
character playing faces. 

[0051] In accordance With a preferred mode of the inven 
tion (?rst standard mode), there are four each of the Repeat 
and the Wild character playing faces in the core equipment, 
and the ?fty-tWo core equipment playing faces are divided 
into thirteen ranks each rank consisting of four playing 
faces. 
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[0052] In accordance With another preferred mode, there 
are ?ve each of the Repeat and the Wild character playing 
faces in the core equipment, thirty core equipment base 
character playing faces divided into ?ve ranks each rank 
consisting of siX core equipment base character playing 
faces, and tWelve bonus character playing faces divided into 
tWo ranks each rank consisting of siX bonus character 
playing faces. 

[0053] In accordance With yet another preferred mode, 
there are ?ve each of the Repeat and the Wild character 
playing faces in the core equipment, thirty core equipment 
base character playing faces divided into three ranks each 
rank consisting of ten core equipment playing faces, and 
tWelve bonus character playing faces divided into tWo ranks 
each rank consisting of siX bonus character playing faces. 

[0054] The base or bonus character playing faces of a 
same rank bear numerical point value or rank indicia dis 
playing and representing a same numerical point or rank 
value different from the base or bonus character playing 
faces of a different rank. The numerical point or rank values 
displayed and represented by the numerical point value or 
rank indicia of the base character playing faces form a 
numerical series substantially regular in the progression. 
Additional, non-core playing faces, bearing additional or 
eXtended characters, for languages having an excessive 
number of alphabet characters over the standard number of 
the core equipment characters, may be present in the game 
equipment as eXtended character playing faces. 

[0055] In accordance With a principal feature of the 
present invention, a set of the game equipment of the present 
invention, constructed in a preferred mode and in a conve 
nient playing piece format, may be used to play a signi? 
cantly eXtended range of alphabet, Word, numerical and 
other types of games. 

[0056] In accordance With another principal feature of the 
present invention, there are provided neW and useful alpha 
bet compendium games to be played With the game equip 
ment of certain embodiments of the present invention, such 
as a set of the game equipment comprising planner alphabet 
playing pieces conforming to the ?rst standard mode, or 
other alphabet game equipment comprising planner alphabet 
playing pieces, preferably a plurality of ?fty-tWo or so, 
ranked planar alphabet playing pieces. 

[0057] In certain embodiments of the alphabet compen 
dium games of the invention, an even hand of playing 
pieces, preferably tWelve or so in number, is dealt out to each 
player. Players play out the hands (the deal) and Win playing 
pieces played out, in a manner adapted from the traditional 
trick-taking games of the traditional playing cards, or in a 
novel manner (pseudo trick-taking). HoWever, a player or a 
team of players can only Win a game or score points by 
successfully constructing a Word or Words out of the playing 
pieces Won. 

[0058] In other embodiments of the alphabet compendium 
games of the present invention played With a deck of 
alphabet playing cards, a common hand is dealt out to the 
center of the playing table and players taking turns in a 
plurality of rounds pick up playing cards from the common 
hand. Again, a player or a team of players can only Win a 
game or score points by successfully constructing a Word or 
Words out of the playing cards picked up. 
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[0059] In accordance With yet another principal feature of 
the present invention, there are provided neW and useful 
alphabet puZZle games to be played With the game equip 
ment of the present invention in a planner playing piece 
format, or other alphabet game equipment in a planner 
playing piece format. 

[0060] One of such alphabet puZZle games is the Table 
PuZZle game of the present invention, Which shares certain 
desirable features and advantages With the Wheel of For 
tuneTM TV game, and also has its oWn neW features and 
advantages. One of its oWn neW features is a feature char 
acteriZed by a puZZle solving player taking a turn choosing 
a puZZle playing piece, among the puZZle playing pieces 
forming the puZZle of a Word, phrase, cross-Word grid, or 
sentence, and requesting the puZZle host player to turn the 
piece face up to reveal the character displayed by the piece. 
The choosing is played by Way of the puZZle solving player 
pointing to or identifying the location of the puZZle playing 
piece he/she chooses, rather than by guessing and calling out 
an alphabet letter. Another of the neW features of the Table 
PuZZle game of the present invention is the use of numerical 
point value indicia on playing faces, revealed as the playing 
faces are turned up in the playing of the game, to determine 
the amount of reWard or penalty a player taking a turn 
revealing a playing face receives, rather than the use of a 
Wheel. The advantages of the Table PuZZle game of the 
present invention include that of a much simpler game set 
up, Which makes the game of the present invention much 
more convenient to play at home and in other informal 
settings. 

[0061] Another of such alphabet puZZle games is the 
Seven Lives game, in Which a plurality of alphabet playing 
cards are used to play a Word, phrase, cross-Word grid, or 
short sentence puZZle, by tWo game players, in accordance 
With certain advantageous game steps. 

[0062] For a fuller understanding of the nature and objects 
of the present invention, and other features and advantages, 
reference should be had to the folloWing detailed description 
of the invention and its preferred embodiments, taken in 
connection With the accompanying draWings. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0063] 
[0064] FIG. 1 is a top plan vieW of a plurality of playing 
cards, illustrating by Way of eXample playing faces of 
playing cards bearing indicia means constructed in accor 
dance With a preferred embodiment of the present invention, 
and illustrating formation of certain melds in accordance 
With certain preferred embodiments of the present invention; 

In the draWings: 

[0065] FIG. 2 is a tabular list of indicia designations for 
the playing faces of a set of the game equipment of the 
present invention, constructed in accordance With a pre 
ferred embodiment, for playing games With the alphabet and 
Words of the English language and for playing other games; 

[0066] FIG. 3a is a perspective vieW of a playing block, 
constructed in accordance With a preferred embodiment of 
the present invention, illustrating the playing face of a 
playing block bearing indicia means displaying an indicia 
designation taken from the list of indicia designations shoWn 
in FIG. 2; 
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[0067] FIG. 3b is a perspective vieW of a playing tile, 
constructed in accordance With a preferred embodiment of 
the present invention, illustrating the playing face of a 
playing tile bearing indicia means displaying an indicia 
designation taken from the list of indicia designations shoWn 
in FIG. 2; 

[0068] FIG. 3c is a perspective vieW of a playing chip, 
constructed in accordance With a preferred embodiment of 
the present invention, illustrating the playing face of a 
playing chip bearing indicia means displaying an indicia 
designation taken from the list of indicia designations shoWn 
in FIG. 2; 

[0069] FIG. 3a' is a perspective vieW of a playing dice, 
constructed in accordance With a preferred embodiment of 
the present invention, illustrating a playing face and other 
faces bearing indicia means displaying indicia designations 
taken from the list of indicia designations shoWn in FIG. 2; 

[0070] FIG. 4 is a tabular list of indicia designations for 
the playing faces of a set of the game equipment of the 
present invention, constructed in accordance With another 
preferred embodiment, for playing games With the alphabet 
and Words of the English language and for playing other 
games; 

[0071] FIG. 5 is a tabular list of indicia designations for 
the playing faces of a set of the game equipment of the 
present invention, constructed in accordance With yet 
another preferred embodiment, for playing games With the 
alphabet and Words of the English language and for playing 
other games; 

[0072] FIG. 6 is a top plan vieW of a game set up for 
playing an alphabet pseudo trick-taking game using alphabet 
playing blocks, played in accordance With a preferred 
embodiment of the alphabet pseudo trick-taking game of the 
present invention; 

[0073] FIG. 7 is a top plan vieW of an arrangement of the 
cards of a common hand dealt out in the playing of a Wood 
Picker game, played by tWo game players in accordance 
With a preferred embodiment of the Wood Picker game of 
the present invention; 

[0074] FIG. 8a is a top plan vieW of a game set up for a 
Table PuZZle game of the present invention, played by four 
game players in accordance With a preferred embodiment, 
the vieW including a plurality of cards forming a sentence 
puZZle at one time point of the game; 

[0075] FIG. 8b is a top plan vieW of the game set up 
shoWn in FIG. 8a When all of the cards are turned face up 
revealing ansWer to the puZZle of the Table PuZZle game. 

[0076] The various expressions of indicia shoWn in the 
draWings, the collection of the character and the numerical 
indicia shoWn in FIGS. 2, 4, and 5, and the printed matter 
on the playing faces illustrated in FIGS. 1, 3a to 3d, 6, 7, 8a 
and 8b, are subject to copyright protection. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
INVENTION AND ITS PREFERRED 

EMBODIMENTS 

[0077] Embodiments of the invention fall into several 
classes, each of Which classes is designated herein by a 
Roman numeral, as in, for eXample, the eXpression “class (I) 
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embodiment”, or its plural form, “class (I) embodiments”. A 
particular embodiment in each such class may be further 
designated herein by an Arabic numeral. Thus, a particular 
embodiment of the present invention may be designated 
herein by the Roman numeral designating the class of 
embodiments of Which it is a member, folloWed by its 
membership number in that class in Arabic numeral con 
tained in parentheses, e.g., “1(2) embodiment” meaning the 
second member of the class (I) embodiments. 

The First Class (I) of Preferred Embodiments 

[0078] The ?rst class of preferred embodiments of the 
present invention, or class (I) preferred embodiments, as 
described herein, disclose in detail and by Way of eXample 
the various manners and modes of construction of the game 
equipment of the present invention, including the design of 
the novel and more useful indicia means and indicia desig 
nations for playing faces and the composition of playing 
pieces or playing faces for a set of the game equipment, and 
illustrate, by Way of eXample and references, the advanta 
geous play of certain knoWn alphabet, Word, and numerical 
games, and certain neW tWists in the play of the alphabet, 
Word, and numerical games, With the game equipment of the 
present invention, over the game equipment of the prior art. 

[0079] The term “playing face”, as used herein, denotes a 
generally ?at surface of a playing piece, Which ?at surface 
bears indicia means displaying an indicia designation, and 
Which ?at surface may be freely amenable to combinations 
and re-combinations With another playing face or other 
playing faces for the formation of melds during the playing 
of a game. In the knoWn manner, a playing piece in the 
playing card, the playing tile, the playing block, or the 
playing chip format has one playing face, sometimes called 
herein “the front face”, that bears the indicia means. The 
remaining parts of a playing piece in any of those formats, 
i.e., the back and the sides of the playing piece in those 
formats, are collectively called “the rear face” of the playing 
piece. The rear face is typically identical among the playing 
pieces of a given format in a given set of the game 
equipment. Aplaying piece in the playing card, the playing 
tile, the playing block, the playing chip, or another playing 
piece format, that is characteriZed by a generally thin or 
planar shape or body, and by a front face and a rear face, is 
sometimes generically called a “planar playing piece” or 
“planar alphabet playing piece” in the present patent docu 
ment. A siX-sided dice or cube has siX ?at surfaces, one on 
each side, each of Which ?at surfaces, or side faces, bears 
indicia means displaying an indicia designation, and one of 
Which ?at surfaces at a time, i.e., the top side face of the dice 
upon its landing on the table in the playing of a multi-dice 
game, is a playing face amenable to combination and 
re-combination With a playing face or playing faces from 
another dice or other dices. A multi-sided dice has multiple 
?at surfaces, one on each side, one of Which at a time in the 
playing of a game is a playing face. A Rubik’s cube has a 
plurality of sides each of Which has a plurality of movable 
?at surfaces Which ?at surfaces may be playing faces 
amendable for combination and re-combination With 
another or other playing faces during the playing of a game. 
An electronic representation of a playing piece or playing 
face may be a pictorial representation of the playing piece or 
the playing face in a physical format, or the playing face’s 
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indicia means only, or an abstract representation of the 
indicia designation of the playing face, for a gaming pur 
pose. 

[0080] The game equipment of the present invention is 
characterized by a basic feature of construction. In accor 
dance With said basic feature of construction, a set of the 
game equipment of the present invention has a plurality of 
playing faces, each bearing indicia means comprising char 
acter indicia displaying and representing an alphabet char 
acter suitable for use for a gaming purpose. The plurality of 
playing faces consists essentially of a preferred combination 
of a plurality of base character playing faces and a plurality 
of supplementary character playing faces. Said supplemen 
tary character playing faces as a group or a plurality of 
groups distinctly differ from said base character playing 
faces as another group or another plurality of groups. Said 
supplementary character playing faces comprises at least 
one of three preferred groups of supplementary character 
playing faces, Which three preferred groups of supplemen 
tary character playing faces, and the base character playing 
faces, are described in detail beloW. 

[0081] The term “alphabet letter”, as used herein, denotes 
either a single letter alphabet character or a combination 
alphabet character. A single letter alphabet character (here 
inafter sometimes referred to as “single letter”, in short) is 
an alphabet character that consists of, or may be Written as, 
a single alphabet letter symbol, e.g., the single letter “E” in 
the English language. A combination alphabet character is 
an alphabet character consisting of a certain combination of 
single letter alphabet characters, most commonly double 
letter combinations (hereinafter sometimes referred to as 
“double letter alphabet characters”, or “double letters” in 
short), e.g., the double letters “ER” and “EA” in the English 
language. In the knoWn manner, Words in an alphabetic 
language are made from certain combinations of alphabet 
letters placed side by side, or vertically, in a certain order. 

[0082] In the knoWn manner, a single letter or a combi 
nation alphabet character in an alphabetic language is often 
associated With a speci?c speech sound or sounds. A single 
letter or a combination alphabet character associated With a 
consonant sound is called a “consonant” or “consonant 
character” herein. A single letter or a combination alphabet 
character associated With a voWel sound is called a “voWel” 
or a “voWel character” herein. A single letter or a combina 
tion alphabet character associated sometimes With a voWel 
sound and other times a consonant sound is sometimes 
called a voWel, other times a consonant, and may be referred 
to, generally, as a “dual alphabet character” in the present 
patent document. In the knoWn manner, Words are typically 
made from a combination of consonant or consonants and 
voWel or voWels. 

[0083] The term “standard alphabet” as used herein has its 
conventional meaning, i.e., the collection of alphabet char 
acters of?cially recogniZed as the standard alphabet of an 
alphabetic language. The Word “standard”, When used herein 
as a quali?er in front of one of the terms “alphabet charac 
ter”, “single letter”, “double letter”, “voWel”, and “conso 
nant”, denotes a member, having a respective character type 
de?ned by said one of the terms, of the standard alphabet. 
Standard alphabet characters are mostly single letters in 
most major modern alphabetic languages, and in some 
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alphabetic languages, may include double letter alphabet 
characters, such as the double letter “LL” and “RR” in the 
Spanish language. 
[0084] The Word “non-standard”, When used herein as a 
quali?er in front of one of the terms “alphabet character”, 
“single letter”, “double letter”, “voWel”, and “consonant”, 
denotes an alphabet character, having a respective character 
type de?ned by said one of the terms, not part of the standard 
alphabet. 
[0085] As is Well knoWn, major contemporary alphabetic 
languages in the World such as those of European origins 
have less than forty standard alphabet characters, most 
commonly thirty or so alphabet characters in the standard 
alphabet. For eXample, the contemporary English and the 
contemporary French languages each have the same tWenty 
siX single letters in the standard alphabet, the Spanish has 
tWenty eight single letters and the tWo standard double letter 
alphabet characters mentioned above, the German language 
tWenty nine single letters, the Russian thirty three or so, and 
the Greek tWenty four single letters. Each of the languages 
has many non-standard, double letter alphabet characters, of 
varying degrees of usage in the language. 

[0086] As is also Well knoWn, the standard alphabet of the 
major contemporary alphabetic languages consists of thir 
teen or more consonant characters and ?ve or more voWel 

characters. For eXample, the tWenty siX single letters of the 
English standard alphabet consists of ?ve voWel letters (that 
is, “A”, “E”, “I”, “O”, “U”), tWenty consonant letters, and 
the letter “Y” Which is sometimes a voWel letter and other 
times a consonant letter, i.e., a dual alphabet character. As is 
knoWn, single letter voWel characters are typically among 
the most frequently occurring alphabet characters in the 
Words of the major contemporary alphabetic languages of 
European origins. 

[0087] The plurality of base character playing faces in a 
set of the game equipment of the present invention consists 
of tWenty-four or more base character playing faces. Abase 
character playing face is a playing face bearing character 
indicia displaying and representing a base character. A base 
character is an alphabet character selected from a group of 
alphabet characters forming a plurality of base characters. 
The plurality of base characters includes at least one each of 
the standard alphabet letters, and may include a selected 
number of non-standard alphabet characters, that are used 
conventionally in Writing an alphabetic language or that 
occur in Words of a suf?ciently large, or playable, vocabu 
lary of the alphabetic language. In a preferred manner, the 
plurality of base characters consists of one each of the 
alphabet letters of the entire standard alphabet of an alpha 
betic language and one each of a selected number of 
non-standard alphabet characters of the alphabetic language. 
The non-standard alphabet characters are included in the 
plurality of base characters so that a desirable total number 
of base character playing faces may be constructed for a set 
of the game equipment. 

[0088] In accordance With a class (I) embodiment of the 
present invention hereinafter sometimes referred to as the 
I(1) embodiment, the supplementary character playing faces 
of a set of the game equipment of the present invention 
comprises a preferred group of supplementary character 
playing faces consisting of a plurality of Repeat character 
playing faces. A Repeat character playing face is a playing 
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face bearing character indicia representing a Repeat char 
acter. ARepeat character is a special character created in the 
present invention for use, in the construction of a Word or 
otherWise in the playing of a game, to generically represent 
any alphabet character that is occurring the second time, or 
the third, the fourth, and so on, i.e., repeated, in the Word, or 
repeated otherWise in the playing of the game. Aplurality of 
the Repeat character playing faces may also have uses in the 
playing of a game as a meld of Repeat character playing 
faces, as Well as other uses speci?ed elseWhere in the present 
disclosure or apparent to those skilled in the gaming art, 
taught by the present disclosure. 

[0089] Repeat character indicia, or a Repeat character, 
may consist of any symbol, Word or Words, or a combination 
thereof, suitable for use in the construction of a Word or 
otherWise in the playing of a game as a generic representa 
tion of any alphabet character that occurs repeated in the 
Word, or repeated otherWise in the playing of the game, said 
symbol, Word or Words, or a combination thereof being 
distinctly different from any of the conventional alphabet 
characters and from any other indicia means of the game 
equipment. 

[0090] One or more, preferably four or more, Repeat 
character playing faces may be included in a set of the game 
equipment of the present invention. 

[0091] In accordance With another class (I) embodiment of 
the present invention hereinafter sometimes referred to as 
the 1(2) embodiment, the supplementary character playing 
faces of a set of the game equipment of the present invention 
comprises a preferred group of supplementary character 
playing faces consisting of a plurality of eight to siXteen, 
preferably tWelve bonus character playing faces. A bonus 
character playing face is a playing face bearing character 
indicia displaying and representing a bonus character. A 
bonus character is an alphabet character selected from a 
group of alphabet characters forming a plurality of bonus 
characters. All or a substantial number of the bonus char 
acters is a sub-set of the plurality of base characters of the 
game equipment, preferably a sub-set of the base characters 
that often occur in repeated manners in, or are most fre 
quently used in construction of, the Words of the playable 
vocabulary of the alphabetic language, and that further have 
special cultural signi?cance, leXicon signi?cance, or, pref 
erably, both, in the alphabetic language. Bonus character 
indicia are printed on or inscribed in, a bonus character 
playing face, Which distinctly differs from a base character 
playing face, including a base character playing face bearing 
character indicia representing a same alphabet character as 
the bonus character playing face, by means of difference or 
differences in the base and the bonus character indicia, or 
difference in further indicia means on the base and the bonus 
character playing faces. 

[0092] In a manner adopted from the tradition, the bonus 
character playing faces in a set of the game equipment of the 
present invention may be used to supplement the base 
character playing faces in constructing Words, including 
Words that require more than one copy of certain alphabet 
character or alphabet characters, in the playing of a game. 

[0093] In an inventive manner, Which is a principal feature 
of the present invention in accordance With the present I(2) 
embodiment, the bonus character playing faces form a group 
or a plurality of groups on their oWn, different from any 
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other types of playing faces of the set of the game equip 
ment, including, particularly, the base character playing 
faces that bear character indicia representing alphabet char 
acters the same as the bonus character playing faces. The 
group difference or differences are intended for uses in 
enhancing the playability of the set of the game equipment, 
such as to alloW more advanced and easier classi?cation of 
the playing faces, easier playing face tracking, and to put an 
emphasis on the cultural and linguistic signi?cance of the 
alphabet characters used as the bonus characters. One of said 
uses of the group difference or differences is the alloWing of 
a bonus character rule or rules in the playing of a game. One 
of said bonus character rules permits a score or a rank 
assigned to a bonus character playing face to be different 
from, e.g., higher than, a score or a rank assigned to a base 
character playing face bearing a same alphabet character as 
the bonus character playing face. Another of said bonus 
character rules permits pluralities of bonus character playing 
faces to be melded to form certain special melds of certain 
special point values or ranks, or otherWise treated specially 
in the playing of a game. Such bonus character rules impart 
the emphasis, often of signi?cant educational values, on the 
alphabet characters used as the bonus characters. The plu 
rality of the bonus character playing faces of the present 
invention differs from a second, or an additional, full set of 
standard alphabet character playing faces found in certain 
prior art alphabet game equipment, in that only a selected 
sub-set of alphabet characters that have the special cultural 
and linguistic signi?cance, rather than a full set of the 
standard alphabet characters, are used as the bonus charac 
ters. 

[0094] In a preferred mode of the I(2) embodiment of the 
present invention, each of the base and bonus character 
playing faces in a set of the game equipment of the present 
invention further bears numerical point value indicia dis 
playing and representing a numerical point value. Different 
numerical point value indicia or numerical point values born 
by the base and bonus character playing faces classify the 
base and bonus character playing faces into different groups 
of playing faces. The numerical point value or values of the 
bonus character playing faces are distinctly higher than the 
numerical point value or values of the base character playing 
faces. The distinctly higher numerical point value or values 
of the bonus character playing faces serve as the means or 
one of the means to distinguish the bonus character playing 
faces as a group or a plurality of groups from the base 
character playing faces as another group or another plurality 
of groups. 

[0095] Wild characters may be used as character indicia on 
playing faces of the game equipment of the present inven 
tion for use in a knoWn manner, i.e., as Wild representation 
of any alphabet character in forming Words in the playing of 
a game. The use of the Wild characters in the knoWn manner 
is hereinafter sometimes referred to as a “broad use of the 
Wild characters”, or said to have folloWed a “broad use Wild 
character rule”. 

[0096] In accordance With a preferred class (I) embodi 
ment of the present invention, Wild characters are included 
in a set of the game equipment of the present invention in 
combination With Repeat characters constructed in accor 
dance With the I(1) embodiment of the present invention 
(hereinafter referred to as I(1) Repeat characters, or, simply, 
Repeat characters) described hereinabove. In a novel use in 
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accordance With a “strict use Wild character rule”, Which is 
a principal feature of the present invention, a Wild character 
playing face may be used, in the construction of a Word or 
otherWise in the playing of a game, to generically represent 
any alphabet character of the game character set but not an 
alphabet character that occurs repeated in the Word or that 
otherWise may be generically represented by a Repeat 
character playing face. 

[0097] Preferably, the playing faces of a set of the game 
equipment of the present invention comprise four to siX 
Repeat character playing faces and a same number of the 
Wild character playing faces as the number of the Repeat 
character playing faces. As With the Repeat character play 
ing faces, the Wild character playing faces may be used for 
forming melds on their oWn, providing useful plays. In a 
novel and useful manner, Which is a principal feature of the 
present invention, a Wild character playing face may be 
melded With a Repeat character playing face, forming a meld 
of “marriage”. 

[0098] In accordance With another class (I) embodiment of 
the present invention hereinafter some times referred to as 
the I(3) embodiment, the supplementary character playing 
faces comprises a preferred group of supplementary char 
acter playing faces consisting of a plurality of Super Wild 
character playing faces in combination With a plurality of 
Wild character playing faces. A Super Wild character play 
ing face is a playing face bearing Super Wild character 
indicia displaying and representing a Super Wild character. 
Super Wild character indicia or a Super Wild character may 
be any indicia means suitable for use, in the construction of 
a Word or otherWise in the playing of a game, as a generic 
representation of another alphabet character, either in accor 
dance With a strict use Super Wild character rule or in 
accordance With a broad use Super Wild character rule. The 
strict use Super Wild character rule permits use of the Super 
Wild character to generically represent any alphabet char 
acter or Writing symbol that is conventionally used in 
Writing the alphabetic language but not an alphabet character 
that is found in the game character set of the game equip 
ment. The broad use Super Wild character rule permits use 
of the Super Wild character to generically represent any 
alphabet character, Whether present or not present in the 
game character set. Super Wild character indicia or a Super 
Wild character is distinctly different from any of the con 
ventional alphabet characters, from a Wild character, and 
from any other indicia means of the game equipment. 

[0099] Examples of alphabet characters or Writing sym 
bols that may be used conventionally in Writing an alpha 
betic language but are not represented by the game character 
set include such not so commonly used characters as sym 
bols occasionally borroWed from foreign languages, eg the 
“Eli” symbol from the Japanese language in a set of the game 
equipment for the English language. Other examples include 
such characters as the symbols of “-” (hyphen), “’” (apos 
trophe), “&”“%”, “#” and “@”, Which may be needed in 
playing a game but may not be present in the game character 
set. 

[0100] Super Wild character indicia, or a Super Wild 
character, may consist of a pictorial or artistic teXt design, or 
a symbol, a Word or Words, or a combination thereof, that is 
distinctly different from any of the conventional alphabet 
characters, the Wild character, and any other indicia means 
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of the game equipment. In a convenient manner, a Super 
Wild character playing face in a set of commercialiZed game 
equipment of the present invention may be so constructed 
that the Super Wild character playing face may also be used 
to display certain trademark information, certain game intro 
duction information, or certain game instruction informa 
tion. 

[0101] TWo to four, preferably tWo, Super Wild character 
playing faces may be included in a set of the game equip 
ment of the present invention. 

[0102] In a class (I) preferred embodiment of the inven 
tion, a preferred combination of Wild character playing faces 
and the I(1) Repeat character playing faces is included in a 
set of the game equipment of the invention, in combination 
With the I(2) Super Wild character playing faces. In accor 
dance With the I(1) embodiment of the invention described 
hereinabove, a Repeat character playing face may be used, 
in the construction of a Word or otherWise in the playing of 
a game, as a generic representation of any alphabet character 
repeated in the Word or otherWise repeated in the playing of 
the game. In a knoWn manner in accordance With the broad 
use Wild character rule described hereinabove, a Wild 
character playing face may be used, in the construction of a 
Word or otherWise in the playing of a game, as a generic 
representation of any conventional alphabet character found 
in the game character set of the game equipment. In a novel 
manner in accordance With the strict use Wild character rule 
of the present invention, a Wild character playing face may 
be used, in the construction of a Word or otherWise in the 
playing of a game, as a generic representation of any 
conventional alphabet character found in the game character 
set but not an alphabet character that occurs repeated in the 
Word or that otherWise may be represented by a Repeat 
character playing face. In a novel use in accordance With the 
broad use Super Wild character rule, a Super Wild character 
playing face may be used, in the construction of a Word or 
otherWise in the playing of a game, as a generic represen 
tation of any conventional alphabet character, Whether 
present or not present in the game character set. In a novel 
use in accordance With the strict use Super Wild character 
rule of the present invention, a Super Wild character playing 
face may be used, in the construction of a Word or otherWise 
in the playing of a game, to generically represent only a 
conventional alphabet character that is not found in the game 
character set of the game equipment. 

[0103] The Repeat characters, the Wild characters, and the 
Super Wild characters are sometimes generically called in 
the present patent document “special characters”. 

[0104] The bonus characters, the base characters, and any 
other conventional alphabet characters represented, non 
generically, by the playing faces of a set of the game 
equipment of the present invention, by Way of the character 
indicia on the playing faces, are collectively called in the 
present patent document “game characters”, and constituent 
the “game character set” of the set of the game equipment. 
The term “game characters”, or the term “game character 
set”, does not embrace the special characters of a set of the 
game equipment of the present invention. 

[0105] The term “conventional alphabet characters”, as 
used herein, generically refers to any alphabet characters and 
Writing symbols that are conventionally used in Writing an 
alphabetic language, and embraces the standard and the 
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non-standard alphabet letters of the alphabetic language, and 
such other Writing symbols as symbols occasionally bor 
roWed from a foreign language, ?nancial and mathematical 
symbols, and punctuation marks. The term “conventional 
characters” does not embrace the special characters of a set 
of the game equipment of the present invention. 

[0106] The term “alphabet characters”, or its shortened 
form “characters”, as used herein, has the broadest generic 
meaning and embraces the conventional alphabet characters 
and the special alphabet characters de?ned hereinabove. 

[0107] In a preferred class (I) embodiment of the present 
invention, the plurality of supplementary character playing 
faces of a set of the game equipment of the present invention 
comprises a combination of the I(1) Repeat character play 
ing faces of the present invention described hereinabove and 
the I(2) bonus character playing faces of the present inven 
tion described hereinabove. 

[0108] In another preferred class (I) embodiment of the 
present invention, the supplementary character playing faces 
of a set of the game equipment of the present invention 
comprises a combination of the I(1) Repeat character play 
ing faces, the I(2) bonus character playing faces, and a same 
number of Wild character playing faces as the number of the 
Repeat character playing faces. 

[0109] In still another preferred class (I) embodiment of 
the present invention, the supplementary character playing 
faces of a set of the game equipment of the present invention 
comprises a combination of the I(1) Repeat character play 
ing faces, the I(2) bonus character playing faces, a same 
number of Wild character playing faces as the number of the 
Repeat character playing faces, and tWo to four preferably 
tWo of the I(3) Super Wild character playing faces. 

[0110] In a preferred class (I) embodiment of the present 
invention hereinafter sometimes referred to as the I(4) 
embodiment, for a set of the game equipment conforming to 
a standard that may be implemented, in a preferred manner, 
across the major contemporary alphabetic languages of 
European origins and other similar languages, for playing 
games With one of said major contemporary alphabetic 
languages of European origins and other similar languages, 
the plurality of playing faces of a set of the game equipment 
of the present invention comprises at least ?fty tWo playing 
faces. Fifty tWo of the playing faces of the set of the game 
equipment form a plurality of core equipment playing faces, 
consisting of a plurality of a standardiZed number of base 
character playing faces as core base character playing faces, 
a plurality of tWelve or so bonus character playing faces, a 
plurality of four or ?ve Repeat character playing faces, and 
a same number of Wild character playing faces as the 
number of the Repeat character playing faces. Each of the 
base character playing faces bears different character indicia 
displaying and representing a different alphabet character. 

[0111] In a preferred mode of the I(4) embodiment of the 
present invention, the playing faces of the game equipment 
are grouped into a plurality of playing face groups or ranks, 
each playing face group or rank having preferably an equal 
number of playing faces, such as three, four, ?ve, siX, or ten 
playing faces per group or rank. Each of the playing faces of 
a same rank bears numerical point value indicia displaying 
and representing a same numerical point or rank value 
different from the playing faces of another group. Each of 
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the playing faces of a rank or group may further bear a suit 
identi?er different among the playing faces of the group. 

[0112] A set of the game equipment of the present inven 
tion having suit identi?ers on the playing faces is sometimes 
called a suited-set of the game equipment in the present 
patent document. A set of the game equipment of the present 
invention having no suit identi?ers on the playing faces is 
sometimes called a non-suited set of the game equipment 
herein. 

[0113] In a preferred mode of the I(4) embodiment of the 
present invention, tWo additional playing faces, consisting of 
tWo I(3) Super Wild character playing faces described 
hereinabove, are included as core or standard playing faces 
in the set of the game equipment of the present I(4) embodi 
ment, for a total of ?fty four core equipment playing faces. 

[0114] In a further preferred mode of the I(4) embodiment 
of the present invention, a set of the game equipment of the 
present invention conforms to a ?rst standard mode, Wherein 
the standardiZed number of core base character playing faces 
is thirty tWo core base character playing faces, evenly 
divided into eight groups or ranks of core base character 
playing faces, each group or rank consisting of four different 
base character playing faces. The plurality of bonus char 
acter playing faces consists of tWelve bonus character play 
ing faces evenly divided into three groups or ranks of four 
bonus character playing faces per rank. The plurality of 
Repeat character playing faces is four Repeat character 
playing faces forming a rank of Repeat character playing 
faces. The plurality of Wild character playing faces is four 
Wild character playing faces forming a rank of Wild char 
acter playing faces. Thus, the ?fty tWo core equipment 
playing faces consists of thirteen ranks of playing faces four 
playing faces each rank. Each of the thirteen ranks of 
playing faces is assigned a different rank value in accordance 
With a rank order, ranging from the ?rst rank to the thirteenth 
rank. The indicia means of each of the core equipment 
playing faces comprise numerical point value indicia, Which 
numerical point value indicia display a numerical point 
value identical among core equipment playing faces of a 
same rank, and different from core equipment playing faces 
of a different rank. The numerical point value is preferably 
a natural integer, having conventionally a numerical value 
the same as the rank order value of the playing face or 
substantially re?ecting the rank order value of the playing 
face. The indicia means of each of the core equipment 
playing faces of each rank may further comprise a suit 
identi?er selected from a group of four different identi?ers. 
Thus, a core equipment playing face in a set of the game 
equipment of the present invention in accordance With the 
present ?rst standard mode may be classi?ed in one Way into 
one of thirteen different ranks and in another into one of four 
different suits, corresponding to the rank and suit of the 
playing face of a traditional playing card. A set of the game 
equipment of the present invention in accordance With the 
present ?rst standard mode, constructed in an appropriate 
playing piece format, such as the playing card format, may 
therefore be used to play traditional playing card games, in 
addition to alphabet and Word games. The four different 
identi?ers may be the same as the four traditional suit 
symbols of the traditional playing cards, four different color 
identi?ers, four different numerical suit identi?ers different 
from the numerical point value or rank indicia by means of 
different unique physical locations on the playing faces, or 
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other appropriate suit indicia means. The four different suit 
identi?ers, and thus the four core equipment playing faces in 
a rank bearing the four different suit identi?ers, may be 
assigned different suit orders, for example, in the order of 
Spade, Heart, Club, and Diamond, or from the ?rst to the 
fourth. 

[0115] The term “alphabetic order” as used herein has its 
ordinary meaning, i.e., denoting the of?cially recogniZed 
sequential order in Which the standard alphabet characters 
are arranged in the standard alphabet of an alphabetic 
language, e.g., the order from “A” to “Z” in the English 
standard alphabet. 

[0116] The term “Quokker order” as used herein denotes 
a sequential order of the alphabet characters represented by 
the character indicia of the playing faces of a suited set of the 
game equipment of the present invention, arranged ?rst in 
ranks according to the rank order of the playing faces 
bearing the characters, from loWest to highest, and second, 
Within a same rank, according to the suit order, from the 
loWest to the highest. 

[0117] In a preferred 1(4) embodiment of the present 
invention, a set of the game equipment is characteriZed by 
a Quokker order in Which the base voWel characters and the 
base consonant characters are separated from each other 
types of characters, in separate blocks. Within a block of 
base voWel characters, and Within a block of base consonant 
characters, the Quokker orders from loW to high substan 
tially re?ect the relative orders from high to loW of the 
frequencies of occurrence of the respective characters in the 
playable vocabulary of the alphabetic language. 

[0118] In a preferred ?rst standard mode of the 1(4) 
embodiment of the present invention, the thirteen groups or 
ranks of core equipment playing faces are arranged as 
folloWs: 

[0119] ?rst rank, having a rank order value of one, 
said ?rst rank consisting of said four Wild character 
playing faces each bearing numerical point value 
indicia of a value of one; 

[0120] second rank, having a rank order value of tWo, 
said second rank consisting of said four Repeat 
character playing faces each bearing numerical point 
value indicia of a value of tWo; 

[0121] third to tenth ranks, having rank order values 
of three to ten, respectively, each of said third to 
tenth ranks consisting of four of said core base 
character playing faces, each core base character 
playing face bearing numerical point value indicia of 
a value the same as the rank order value of the core 
base character playing face; and 

[0122] eleventh to thirteenth ranks, having rank order 
values of eleven to thirteen, respectively, each of said 
eleventh to thirteenth ranks consisting of four of said 
bonus character playing faces, each of said bonus 
character playing faces bearing numerical point 
value indicia of a value from the group consisting of 
eleven to thirteen or the group consisting of tWelve 
to fourteen corresponding to the absolute or relative 
rank order value of the bonus character playing face. 

[0123] For a language having standard alphabet letters less 
in number than the standardiZed number of base characters 
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of the ?rst standard mode, i.e., thirty-tWo letters, one copy 
of each of the standard alphabet letters in the standard 
alphabet is preferably included in the set of core base 
characters born by the plurality of core base character 
playing faces. One copy of each of a selected number of 
non-standard consonants, non-standard voWels, or a combi 
nation thereof, is included in the set of core base characters, 
to make up for a total of thirty tWo core base characters. 
Preferably, the non-standard voWels and/or the non-standard 
consonants are selected from the non-standard alphabet 
characters most commonly used in Writing the alphabetic 
language and/or having the greatest cultural and leXicon 
signi?cance. The ratio of voWels to consonants, base and 
bonus characters both included, in the set of the game 
equipment should be re?ective of the average ratio of 
voWels to consonants in the Words of the playable vocabu 
lary in such a manner as to enable most ef?cient use of the 
base and the bonus character playing faces of the game 
equipment in the playing of games of construction of Words. 

[0124] For a language having more than the standardiZed 
number, i.e., thirty tWo, of alphabet characters in the stan 
dard alphabet, one copy of each of the thirty tWo most 
commonly used, or culturally and linguistically most sig 
ni?cant, standard alphabet characters in the standard alpha 
bet is used to make up the set of core base characters for the 
set of the core base character playing faces. Any additional 
standard alphabet characters present in the standard alpha 
bet, and any desirable non-standard alphabet characters, may 
be born by additional base character playing faces forming 
the non-core or the eXtended base character playing faces 
Where alloWed by the playing piece format in the set of the 
game equipment of the present invention. The extended base 
character playing faces may be used in the same manner as 
the core equipment base character playing faces, or as 
desirable replacements for certain core equipment base 
character playing faces, in certain games alloWed by certain 
playing piece formats. In other games or playing piece 
formats requiring the core equipment playing faces only, the 
eXtended base character playing faces are removed from a 
set of the game equipment or not used in the playing of the 
games. 

[0125] While a plurality of thirty tWo core base character 
playing faces and a plurality of tWelve core bonus character 
playing faces are preferred in a set of the game equipment 
of the present invention in accordance With the present ?rst 
standard mode, in other preferred modes of the 1(4) embodi 
ments of the present invention, the plurality of core base 
character playing faces my be more or less than thirty tWo, 
preferably in the range of tWenty eight to thirty siX, and the 
plurality of core bonus character playing faces may be more 
or less than tWelve, preferably in the range of eight to 
siXteen. 

[0126] Referring noW to FIG. 1, there are shoWn several 
alphabet playing cards from a deck of alphabet playing cards 
constructed in accordance With a preferred class (I) embodi 
ment of the present invention for playing games With the 
alphabet and Words of the English language and for playing 
other games. 

[0127] Focus ?rst on the card 20 for the structure of the 
playing face of a Repeat character playing card of the deck 
of playing cards of the present embodiment. The playing 
face 30 of the playing card 20 bears indicia means consisting 














































